March 1, 2013

University of Colorado
453 UCB, 1540 30th Street, Office 352
Boulder, CO 80309-0453
Attn: Andy Jordan

Re: Addendum No. 3 - Norlin Chilled Water Interconnect
   CP159699 – CHW Pipe from 18th & CO to Norlin

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

A. This Addendum is issued to all registered plan holders pursuant to the Instructions to Bidders and Conditions of the Contract. This Addendum serves to clarify, revise, and supersede information in the Project Manual, Drawings, and previously issued Addenda. Portions of the Addendum affecting the Contract Documents will be incorporated into the Contract by enumeration of the Addendum in the Owner/Contractor Agreement.

B. The Bidder shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the appropriate space on the Bid Form.

This Addendum includes the following modifications to Drawings:

General: All drawings have received revised dates indicating addendum 3.
C0.0: Revised Index of Sheets and General Notes

C1.0:
1. Revised alignment of both Chilled Water Lines at intersection of 18th and Colorado to avoid potential utility conflicts.
2. Add to General Drawing Notes
3. Add Repair to Damage of Sanitary Sewer Line near connection to existing CHW at 18th street.
4. Modify Profile drawings to reflect alignment modification of CHW lines.

C2.1:
1. Modify General Notes
2. Modify Plan View to include stub out for Ketchum Building
3. Modify Plan and Profile to indicate limits of Base Bid and Alternate 1 associated with paving replacement.
4. Modify CHW alignment as indicated on C1.0
5. Modify Profile to reflect plan view modifications, general call outs for pipe deflection and utility crossings.
C2.2:
1. Modify General Notes
2. Modify Profile to reflect plan view modifications, general call outs for pipe deflection and utility crossings.

C2.3:
1. Modify General Notes
2. Modify Plan and Profile to indicate limits of Base Bid and Alternate 2 associated with ending the project at station 26 + 77 approximately (Base Bid) and Alternate 2 continuing piping to west.
3. Modify Profiles to reflect plan view modifications, general call outs for pipe deflection and utility crossings.

C2.4:
1. Modify General Notes
2. Modify Plan View to include stub out for Ketchum Building
3. Modify Plan and Profile to indicate limits of Base Bid and Alternate 1 associated with paving replacement.
4. Modify CHW alignment as indicated on C1.0
5. Modify Profile to reflect plan view modifications, general call outs for pipe deflection and utility crossings.

C2.5:
1. Modify General Notes
2. Modify Profile to reflect plan view modifications, general call outs for pipe deflection and utility crossings.

C2.6:
1. Modify General Notes
2. Modify Plan and Profile to indicate limits of Base Bid and Alternate 2 associated with ending the project at station 26 + 80 approximately (Base Bid) and Alternate 2 continuing piping to west.
3. Modify Profiles to reflect plan view modifications, general call outs for pipe deflection and utility crossings.

C4.0:
1. Add Sheet reflecting area and location limits of Base Bid and Alternate 1 associated with paving replacement.

C4.1:
1. Add Sheet reflecting area and location limits of Base Bid and Alternate 2 associated with ending the CHW lines prior to the Ekley service lines.

M0.1:
1. Chilled water trench detail added.

M1.0:
1. Chilled water pipe alignment revised; notes added to tunnel connection detail.

M1.1:
1. Chilled water pipe alignment revised; additional air vents added; plans updated to include base bid and alternate #2 work.
M2.0
1. Delete in its entirety. The work within the Norlin Building mechanical room will be done at a later date and is no longer part of the scope of work for this project.

S0.1
1. Modified the structural drawing list to include the new sheet S2.2 "Utility Rack Details"

S1.0
1. Adjusted the location of the new pipe vault walls to accommodate the new chilled water line alignment. Referenced new utility rack details on sheet S2.2.

   Removal of Vent Bench is a part of the project. Replacement of Vent Bench is not a part of this project and will be provided by others.

S2.0
1. Modified detail 1 to show the new location of the pipe vault walls and that the existing access hatch will be removed and salvaged. Modified detail 3 to update the wall dimension for calculating bidding quantities. Modified detail 7 to show the correct size of pipes penetrating the new wall.

S2.1
1. Modified details 4 & 6 to call out a minimum clearance from the new pipes to existing foundations. Added a note to detail 8 regarding protecting and cleaning of tunnel floor drains within the repair area.

S2.2
1. Add sheet with three details showing how to construct new utility support racks near the tunnel entry location of the new pipes.

TR1.0
1. Modified general notes to reflect need for Contractor to coordinate with other project Contractors in the area of the project.

TR1.2
1. Modified general notes to reflect need for Contractor to coordinate with other project Contractors in the area of the project.
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